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Transmission trail
The microtubules function both as cytoskeletons and alleys of transport of the vector. These long, trim 

protein complexes inside axons help retain the cellular profile and operate as bilateral cellular conduits for 
neurotransmitter-filled vesicles, enzymes and other macromolecules amid cell bodies, soma and axon terminals or 
synapses. The transport mechanisms facilitate spread of neuronal tracers, particularly viral ones.

Transmission direction
The traversal may occur in the following directions-anterograde when the tracer courses from soma to 
1 1,2

synapse  or retrograde when the tracer courses from synapse to soma  or Bilateral (Dual) in that case the tracer 
3courses concurrently in both directions .Every neuronal viral tracer exhibits its distinctive affinity for either of the 

ministering proteins (Kinesis and dynein); each will eventually swell at a unique pace.

Transmission Scheme
· Infection: The journey of a viral tracer commences from peripheral organs such as a muscle or gland4, or 

from a ganglion or straight from the brain using a stereotactic device. The procedure for initiation involves 
either pressure injection of liquid tracer into the designated cell or current flow to tracer solution where its 
molecules pick up charge and are driven into the cell via the electric field. The former method is more 
common and straightforward while the latter called, Iontophoresis, is handy if the researcher wishes to label 

1a cell after the patch clamp technique . Post-initiation, the aforementioned transmission trails take over.

· Histology and Imaging : The brain is sliced and mounted on slides, virus-specific fluorescent antibodies or 
fluorescent complementary DNA probes for viral DNA are washed over the slides and imaged under a 
fluorescence microscope1 after optimum spread of virus.

Benefits of viral tracers

Virus has the exclusive knack to hop across synapses making it an ideal probe to survey brain neuronal 
microcircuitry besides conducting projection studies. Another select talent is self-replication: virus in secondary 
infected neurons multiplies sufficiently to maintain signal strength during propagation. Few molecular tracers can 
match their flair for study of the anatomy of the CNS.

Drawbacks
Virus has certain strengths and abilities as a neural mapping means. Nevertheless it is still a virus with all 

associated troubles and tribulations. One potential problem is that, unlike molecular tracers which are brightly 
colored and hence directly visible, viral ones entail attaching fluorescent antibodies to observe their trajectory. 
Another one is the eventual destruction caused to the neurons infected during its dissemination. The worst still is the 
damage done to the body at large. Timing control and care in the choice of virus is of critical importance, it should 
ideally be permitted proper propagation time and be just infectious enough to enable diagnosis, yet quick and safe 
enough to prevent excessive tissue death or present unwarranted risk to those exposed. That is a tall order. Research is 
being conducted in full-swing to meet the need of the task at hand.  

Current uses
Neuronal viral tracing is a high-end, modern, largely non-invasive investigation and mapping tool. It is used 

to explore cerebral neuronal pathways to individual neuron-level detail. The technique has been used to primarily 
5 6

examine retinal ganglion , cortical , spinal and other circuits, their inter- and intra-connectivity and thus infer brain 
function. The virus used for neuronal tracing are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1- Viruses used for neuronal tracing
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"I think, by dint of our spiritual sa`dhana`, rather our physico- psycho-spiritual sa`dhana`, 

our minds will develop in all strata, and the power of conception, the power of conceiving, 

will also develop, and with that developed conceiving power, we will know all the secrets of 

these microvita."

-P.R. Sarkar
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The concept of virus as a disease producing entity is more than 100 yrs old and its till remain enigmatic. Scientific 
community has disputed about the living status of viruses. Early in 19th century, the viruses were considered as a poison 
and later on, as a microscopic form of life or biochemical agent. Even few years back, the viruses were in a controversial 
position between living and non-living microbes. It is indeed a fact that viruses cannot replicate by themselves and need a 
host living cell for their multiplication. However they are able to hijack the host cellular machinery for this purpose and 

1 2
can affect the life cycle of the host . In the words of biochemist Fraenkel-Conrat , “In design & function, viruses really are 
at the threshold of life”. Furthermore, if the reproductive ability is considered as one of the most fundamental features 

3
related to life, viruses are the agents that best define the threshold between the living and non-living world . 

Recent research of newer viruses has shown a ray of hope in the direction that these may be living beings. The 
discovery of Giant viruses (Mamavirus) by La Scola and associates in 2008 that falls ill through infection by another virus  
has led to a newer concept of virophage (virus infecting virus) which has totally turned the thought wave about viruses in a 

4
newer direction . A new debate has started around the world especially in the virologists regarding the living status of 
viruses. Jean-Michel Claverie a virologist at the CNRSUPR laboratories in Marseilles, part of France's basic- research 
agency says emphatically that “there is no doubt that the virus is a living organism. The fact that it can get sick makes it 

 5
more alive” . 

When the giant mamavirus infects an amoeba (Acanthamoeba polyphagia); it uses its large array of genes to build 
a 'viral factory' to produce new viral particles. Infection of giant mamaviruses by another tiny virus – Sputnik hijack its 
machinery resulting in fewer and often deformed mamaviruses particles, making the virus less infective. On the other 

4hand, the presence of sputnik results in 13% reduction of amoeba cell lysis . Giant viruses are a common parasite of 
plankton. By regulating the growth and death of plankton, giant viruses and satellite viruses such as Sputnik (virophage)- 
could be having major effect on ocean nutrient cycles and climate. What is interesting is the statement that “these viruses 
could be major players in global systems” by Curtis Suttle, who is an expert in marine viruses at the University of British 

5Columbia in Vancouver .

There was a time when classification of living organisms based on ribosomal genes, excluded viruses from the 
universal tree of life. Viruses are able to infect organisms of three canonical domains of life viz. eukaryotes, bacteria and 
archaea. The discovery of nucleocytoplasmic large DNA virus (NCLVDVs) forms a new clade that likely represents a 

6
forth domain of life and they harbor natural viruses called virophages .

The oncoming newer research observations have in fact revolutionized the concept of viruses and have brought 
them more closer to the concept of microvita which is hardly 25 yr old but has a far sighted vision. The science of microvita 
has put the microvitum as the smallest living entity. Many are smaller than the viruses. In this context, Shrii P.R. Sarkar, the 
propounder of the microvita concept, has stressed that the term virus is not cornet, the better term should be microvitum, 
because virus- a Latin word meaning venom (not life) and microvita (micro- small, vita- living), meaning smallest living 
entities. The word microvitum is therefore, more appropriate for so called virus. The microvitologists of the world should 
propagate this concept to the virologists community of the world for better terminology and connotation. In fact, Sarkar 
has gone beyond the present thinking about virus. He says that when microvita has been awakened, entered the cell and 
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developed, one get a virus .

It may not be surprising that in future there may be search of another small virus/microvita responsible for 
controlling such virophages in a nice way and control over these viruses may be a boon to the humanity at large. Today this 
may look like hypothetical but the bright future of humanity will definitely witness their role for physical, psychic and 
spiritual progress of all living and non-living entities. The need of the time is to start extensive research on the science of 
microvitology encompassing viruses as microvita.
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“Omnis cellula e cellula”                                                “When consciousness forgets itself in the form,  
- Every cell comes from a preexistent cell object.”          the electron, the atom, the material"-  Sri Aurobindo (1872-1950)
-Rudolp Virchow (1821-1902)           
Introduction

Descartes (1596-1650) was convinced that body and mind were made up of different substances. He 
considered body to be a non-thinking, extended (something having a volume) substance, while mind was a thinking, 
non-extended (something without the restrictions of perceivable form) substance. Two equal substances must have 
the same qualities. Since body and mind were composed of different substances with different qualities, they could 
not be equal and had to be separate.

At the same time, he also accepted that body and mind were closely connected and even formed a unit. If 
body and mind are closely connected, functional reasons for this connection must exist. Such reasons do exist: if the 
body perceives something with its senses, the mind interprets it. If the mind wants to materialize a sentence, the body 
cooperates. If such intimate connection exists, both must have something in common so they can speak the same 
language and cooperate, rather than hinder each other. If they have something in common it must be something that is 
essential to their nature. Which essential elements do body and mind have in common?

Not only did Descartes consider his body and mind to exist, but also himself, his I. “I am thinking, so I exist“. 
What is this I? Is it the body, is it the mind or is it the manager of one of the two or of both? If it is the manager, its 
substance is certainly non-extended. The owner cannot be equal to its property so 'I' can neither be equal to its body 
nor to its mind. A third party must exist.

It did not take long before Antoni van Leeuwenhoek (1632-1723) overruled Descartes' thoughts that the 
1

body was “constituted merely by a combination of parts and other variable features of the same sort” . Van 
Leeuwenhoek was familiar with Descartes' idea that all non-living and living matter was infinitely dividable into 
smaller components, called globules. However, his self made microscopes -with a magnification of 480x- enabled 
him to see that living matter was not a composition of these little spheres, but of something he called 'striempkchens', 
little stripes. He became the first person to observe the existence of protists & red blood cells (1674), bacteria (1676) 
and spermatozoa (1677).

The present understanding is that the human body is a complex unity of moving quarks, atoms, molecules, 
viruses, cells, bacteria, neurons, organelles, cells, tissues, organs and organ systems. The surprising fact is that a 70 

27 23 13
kg human body, contains approximately 7.10  atoms, 2,3.10  molecules and 5.10  cells. The same human body 

10 14 15
contains approximately 8,5.10  neurons and 10 -10  synapses. With such huge numbers, a coordinating 
management would certainly not be a luxury. With this knowledge, the relation between body and mind has become 
much more complex. If a cell is an autonomous system and uses intelligence, also a cell must be regarded as a body 
with a mind. In that case, the human body is a hierarchic collection of bodies and minds including one overall 
mastermind.

Despite all acquired detailed knowledge of the past 400 years, vital questions remain. The first is: “What is 
the structure and relation of all bodies and minds on all hierarchic levels of organisms?” Next ones are: “Does living 
matter emerge from non-living matter?” And: “What is the stage where 'non-living matter' becomes 'living'“? 
Research has shown that elementary particles are forms of energy, while psychology has changed the observation: “I 
think, so I am” into: “I am conscious of my thinking”. As a consequence, the previous distinction between body and 
mind has turned into the more fundamental distinction between energy and consciousness. Of these two, energy has 
been subject of continuing scientific research, but what is consciousness and where does it emerge in the hierarchic 
structure? If both energy and consciousness are essential for non-living and living matter, what is their contribution 
to incomplete, simple and the most complex minds?

The word 'consciousness' has come up, but actually, what is it and does it have a relation with observational 
capacity, memory, intelligence, creativity and bliss? Definitions can emerge, but not a question like: “What is the 
substance of consciousness?”, because both energy and consciousness are already ontological elements of all forms. 

it becomes

Henk de Weijer
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Mind- Its substance, evolution and home (PART 1)
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 About microtubules and intelligence
Stuart Hameroff hypothesizes that consciousness is all that truly matters. It is the music of the universe, has 

been in the universe all along and emerges from within microtubules, the scaffolding of eukaryotic and plant 
2

cells.“Inside these microtubules something happens, and consciousness emerges” .  Tubulins, the small tubes of 
which the microtubules are composed of, are only stable in neurons. The complex role of consciousness can only be 
understood after a definition of it. According to Hameroff, “Consciousness is a subjective experience of internal and 
external states. It may also imply a sense of self.” Sir Roger Penrose also limits the characteristics of consciousness to 
a single awareness, observational quality. This definition may accept the existence of awareness, but what is the 
origin of intelligence, conceptual and procedural creativity? Energy is only a blind force and mechanically follows 

3the known and unknown laws of nature. Energy cannot be the master, nor even its emissary  at the most it can act as a 
willing servant. To think of intelligence and creativity as expressions or characteristics of consciousness, rather than 
energy, makes more sense. Consciousness, with all its characteristics, is a primitive, rather than a derivative. 
Nevertheless its emergence from matter, whether or not according to the path that Penrose and Hameroff devised, 
remains a viable proposition.

If evolution can be accepted to have started with the Big Bang, hydrogen atoms can be called the very start of 
biological life. The development of biological intelligence can only have followed the path of evolution. The 
transition of compounds into intelligent cells is no longer seen as a gigantic step on a staircase, but more like a 
gradient. Where in evolution can the first expressions of intelligence be observed? Cells have identity as well as 
intelligence; they are living organisms. It is presently accepted that life has started as self-assembling molecules, 

4
although it still is a mystery how they did this . Not so long ago non cellular life (Prions, viroids and viruses) and 
specifically viruses, were not considered to be living organisms, because they cannot self-replicate. After the recent 
discovery of the mamavirus, they are considered to be somewhere in the gradient between living and non-living. 

5One definition of intelligence is: “The ability to acquire and apply knowledge and skills” . Viruses have 
enough intellect to be aware of their environment for their replication. Not only that, they also have the skill to enter 
cells and the intelligence to overcome new barriers that try to avoid their entering. If an unfit moment holds the 
potential for a proper future, viruses still enter and remain dormant for months or even years. Viruses and also 
prokaryotes, are equipped with intelligence, but lack microtubules. If, according to the ideas of Penrose and 
Hameroff, consciousness emerges in microtubules, and intelligence is a characteristic of consciousness, what then is 
responsible for intelligence and coordination of viruses and where can it be found? Sir Roger Penrose postulates that 
at the Planck scale spacetime is not continuous, but discretized, consisting of distinct, unconnected elements. Each 
separated quantum superposition has its own piece of space time curvature, constituting a 'blister' in space time. 
Because of the influence of gravity on space time blisters, they become unstable and randomly collapse to just one of 
the states of the particle.  He calls this 'objective reduction'(OR). Microtubules, composed of tubulins, are the 
scaffolding of eukaryotic and plant cells. When, inside the tubulins, the differences in the degree of mass-energy 
reaches a certain threshold, a self-collapse of the system into a single state occurs. The potential post reduction state 
of the system is influenced by the microtubule associated proteins that   act as 'nodes' which orchestrate the quantum 
oscillations. These collapses are not random, but orchestrated objective reductions (ORCH-OR) they result in a wide 
variety of states. Sequences of these events create a flow of time and consciousness. Hitherto, the ORCH-OR theory, 

6does not address this important biological question .

Axes of symmetry
If the solution of Penrose and Hameroff does not include the presence of intelligence in organisms without 

microtubules, will it then be necessary to step back from the concept of a biological mechanism and resort to the 
interference of a 'Deus ex Machina' (God from the machine), as Creationism, including Intelligent Design, 
hypothesizes? Certainly not and this may be a good moment to look at another model.

Regarding 'Deus ex Machina', sometimes authors bring a divine or metaphysical interference forward, in 
order to solve seemingly unsolvable questions. The opposite also occurs. The existence of mind may be denied, 
because matter is a priori declared to be physical, mind to be metaphysical, and the two can have no relation. In reality 
matter may appear to be not only energy and the so called metaphysical mind may have essential elements in 
common with matter. How to overcome this enigma? This analysis and research demand unbiased, subtle minds.

It is arrogant and senseless to think that physics, and physics alone, will ever be able to explain all known, and 
presently still unknown, aspects of physical and biological reality. Not even the beginning of a ToE will emerge until 
both energy and consciousness are accepted as two existential principles of also physics. Both elements have their 
own identity, are separate for the sake of argument, yet always occur together. Reality rests on consciousness, as well 

March 2014
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as it does on energy. (ToE is an acronym for “Theory of Everything” which concerns the ultimate merging of the 
gravitational force and   the already unified interaction of electromagnetism, strong and weak nuclear forces. 
“Theory of Everything” suggests that physics one day will be able to explain all physical and biological phenomena 
within the universe. But the universe is a layered reality moreover with an infinite set of characteristics. ToE needs to 
include psychology, cosmology, astrophysics, classical and quantum physics, molecular and microbiology or 
nothing at all).

One part of this bipolarity, energy, has been researched extensively. This resulted in detailed knowledge of 
physical particles that has been included in the Standard Model of physics. In the twentieth century each fundamental 

7-11
particle appeared to be in specific symmetry with its antiparticle. (Fig. 1-1A.) As  mentioned  previously , 
consciousness and energy form an inalienable concomitance. They can get expression, but not both at the same 
instance for the full 100%.  Zero and 100% are possible combinations, but also 100 and 0% or, for instance, 20 and 
80%. Fundamental particles -including their antiparticles- have fully expressed energy, but dormant or absent 
consciousness. In addition to the symmetry between particles and antiparticles, another and fundamentally different 
symmetry is possible. That is, symmetry between the fundamental particles of physics, with only expressed energy, 
and mirrored 'particles', with expressed consciousness and varying levels of energy (Fig. 1-1B.) The Indian 

12
philosopher Shrii P.R. Sarkar coined the name 'microvita' for these 'particles  (Moreover, 'microvita are living 
entities” rather than ' imaginary and non-imaginary particles' like 'electrons and protons'.  “Energy is a blind force. It 
has got no conscience – what is to be done or what should not be done, this sort of conscience is   lacking in energy. 
But microvita are not like that; they are not blind forces.” Subatomic particles blindly follow the mechanical laws of 
nature, while microvita are creative catalyzing units that play with the same laws.).

 Particles with fully expressed energy blindly act in accordance with the laws of physics. Conversely, 
'particles' with expressed consciousness have the capacity to observe, be 
intelligent and creative; they 'know' what is proper and efficient. Like an eagle 
almost effortless plays with the laws of physics, also these microvita cannot 
and do not deny mechanical reality. Their playfulness forms the impetus of 
evolution.

Approximately in the same way as elementary particles have an 
internal axis of symmetry with their antiparticles, positive microvita also have 
an internal axis of symmetry with negative microvita. With its two 
components, consciousness and energy, and the two axes of symmetry, the 
Nature of nature shows its profound and complete unity of complementary elements. (Fig. 1-1A&IB.) 

13
If consciousness is accepted as a field phenomenon  the question arises how the relation between microvita 

and consciousness can be explained. Microvita travel throughout the universe, which means they are not field 
phenomena, but local units. This can only be true if their substratum, consciousness, is also local or if it has both local 
and nonlocal characteristics that are coherent. In fact, this is not different from energy: What caused nonlocal energy 
to get shape in the plethora of presently known particles? 'Something' moves through the Higgs field and a variety of 
mass, specific for each particle, is the result. What is that 'something' and what causes it to be born? It is a mystery. 
There is no real argument to deny and, admittedly also mysterious, local form of consciousness within microvita. 
Since also consciousness is a field phenomenon, its nonlocal presence permeates everything, implying that its local 
forms are never separate. Local forms of consciousness are always in coherence with non-local consciousness. If 
microvita form essential elements like atoms, molecules, macromolecules, organelles, cells and higher organisms, it 
can only mean that all are connected with the nonlocal field and, in principle, are living entities. The transition 
between non-living and living is not black and white, but a gradient.

Ingredients of the syntropic principle
According to Einstein, the initial state of the universe was a singularity, later also called Big Bang. From an 

infinitely dense and hot state, the universe expanded until its present dimension. If something expanded, it could be 
concluded that simultaneously something contracted. If someone blows up a balloon, it expands and initially its 
internal pressure increases. As a reaction, the lungs of the concerned person simultaneously contract and their 
internal pressure increases. This is perfectly in harmony with the third law of Newton, which says: “To every action 
there is always opposed an equal reaction, or: the mutual actions of two bodies upon each other are always equal, and 
directed to contrary parts.” How different was the situation at t=0. The spacetime singularity was surrounded by 
infinite nothingness. Nothing physical existed that could have been subjected to a reactionary force and 
consequently contract.

March 2014
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'Before' the singularity of the Big Bang, the relativity of space-time was absent in an absolute sense. In this 
Infinite Formless Reality (Nirguna- without binding principle) a Supreme Cognitive Principle and a Supreme 
Cognitive, Creative Faculty (Jina Purus'a- Knower I) did exist, but it could not connect microvita with local forms of 
energy because such forms of energy did not exist. Something that caused the occurrence of the Big Bang also caused 
the Bifurcation of the Supreme Attributional Principle into two platforms, one subjective and one objective. (In terms 
of philosophy: “This is the point wherein lies the Cosmic desire. It, therefore, can also be termed icchábiija, or “seed 

14
of desire” . Cosmic desire caused both the Big Bang and the bifurcation of finite reality into a subjective and an 
objective platform). The Big Bang initiated Finite, Physical Reality without destroying Infinite, Formless Reality. 

The subjective platform is the home of deep observation, including conceptual creativity performed by 
Knower-I (The substratum of the creative activity is the abstract realm, in samskrta called Bha'vatha.) (A-subjective) 
and procedural creative activity on macro and micro scale, performed by Doing-I (B-subjective). The concepts of 
Knower-I are related to the abstract, as well as the subtle reality and are included in the formation and application of 
subatomic particles (B-objective). Activator for the subtlest syntropic activity is Doing-I (B-subjective) and its 
various denominations of microvita. These microvita are the catalyzing agents for the creation of life and the 
consequent formation of rudimental, complete and layered minds (A-objective). The objective platform is generic 
for the emergence and evolution of complex physical units, as well as the consequent emergence and evolution of 
complex, biological units with identity from these physical units. The tools that are instrumental for these forms with 
their physical and psycho-spiritual identity are the laws of nature (A-subjective) and microvita (B-subjective). 
(There is a big difference between Done-I (Citta) of existing Indian philosophies and Doing-I (Krta  Purus'a). Done-
I rests on already created forms and events; Doing-I is the cause of the emergence of forms. Done-I is an internal 
event in the micro mind; Doing-I is an event in the universal space of the Macro Mind. Done-I is effect; Doing-I is 
cause. Actions of Done-I include subtle, crude microvita and positive microvita. Actions of Doing-I include all 
denominations of microvita, as well as elementary particles. The scheme of Figure 2 also hints at the substratum and 
composition of material objects, organisms and mind).

The dynamic principles that lead to the formation of (conscious) units,  rather than their individual 
identification with them. This scheme not only applies to the macro scale of evolution, but also to situations of 
everyday life. Suppose a new building is required. 'A-subjective' relates to abstract energy that is connected to the 
program of requirements and demands, as well as the conceptual design of the building. ' B-subjective' is the strategy 
and procedural creativity with which a group of specialists acts to prepare the realization of the building. 'B-
objective' is the technology, management, equipment and included material components to be used by the contractor 
and various subcontractors. 'A-objective' is the state of mind of all included persons and their ability to cooperate. If 
the initial stage of abstract energy, 'A-subjective', does not come down to all phases of design and construction, 
nothing will be realized.

Immediately after the Big Bang, the presence of physical units was hardly anything more than a theoretical 
possibility, because for a split second, at the beginning of Planck time, no waves, but only a single straight line 
existed. Within three minutes, the nonlocal energy of homogeneous waves was transformed into the plethora of 
presently known particles and antiparticles, each with specific amounts of mass. In this way, the objective platform 
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became the production factory for prefabricated physical units that absorbed or were absorbed by subtle 
components, microvita and matter became (and still becomes) reality. Because of the inclusion of these microvita, 
matter became so subtle and alive, that at much later stages mind could emerge from it. 

If the universe is considered to be based upon the inalienable concomitance of consciousness and energy, 
questions about the consequences of their cooperation become quite relevant. Together they can have only 100% 
expression, which means that a full 100% expression of energy can only be accompanied by a zero percent 
expression, a dormant state of consciousness, and vice versa. The first stage of evolution, which is the stage until the 
era of recombination, is the phase where subatomic particles are formed, and the expression of energy continuously 
expands. At the same time, the expression of consciousness constantly contracts until it remains dormant.

This is only schematic and needs a bit more explanation. First of all, not all material and biological units have 
complete layers. Elementary particles have an incomplete crude layer and only a potential subtle layer. Secondly, this 
scheme cannot show the various denominations of the involved microvita because in the different layers of the 
hierarchy of life, different denominations occur.The above scheme is generic and in principle applies to all biological 
units, even of disembodied and bodiless minds.  It also is a hint that, as the formula e=mc^2 shows, mass   and energy 
have a strong connection, while matter is something that has perceivable form and is a composition of particles,  
various forms of energy and microvita. In other words: matter is a combination of mass and microvita.

Hibernating microvita and subatomic particles
For 380,000 years the objective platform showed no form, despite the presence of microvita and the plethora 

15
of wavicles that already emerged in the very first 3 minutes after the Big Bang . At the end of Planck era (10 s after 

Big Bang) the temperature had dropped from ∞ until 1036K and, after three minutes, at the end of lepton era, it 
reached 109K. At that moment all photons (quanta of all forms of 
electromagnetic radiation), all protons and neutrons (baryons), as well 
as electrons (leptons) were formed without any contribution of 
microvita. Five states of matter exist: Plasma, Gaseous, Liquid, Solid 
and Bose-Einstein condensate. Microvita hibernate in the two extreme 
states, Plasma, being super hot and Bose-Einstein being super cold. The 
universe was in a plasmic state from which no particles could escape.

Why was the influence of microvita in the turmoil of the first 
three minutes nil? Microvita are sensitive to temperature and “will 

12
undergo expansion and hibernation at boiling temperature” . The most 
sensitive to temperature are subtle microvita; crude microvita are less sensitive, so the ones with the greatest degree 
of tolerance to high and low temperatures can only be neutral microvita. The temperature at which subatomic 
particles were formed is 109K, one billion degrees K, which is not a bit, but about 200,000 times higher than 5,900K, 
the boiling point of Tungsten. Even neutral microvita hibernate at that extreme temperature and the only reasonable 
conclusion can be that all subatomic particles were formed without any active involvement of microvita. Subatomic 
particles are entangled with other particles; they have no individual intelligence and follow the laws of Nature, as 
described by Quantum Physics. 

Subatomic particles have no direct relation with microvita of whatever denomination. 
They have an incomplete crude layer and a dormant subtle layer.
Consciousness is ubiquitous and permeates also these particles, but recognizes their 
existence by remaining expressionless inside.
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Abstract

The concept of virophage that is a virus infecting another virus is relatively recent one. This has entirely 
changed the thinking about viruses in the scientific community. So far, four virophages have been identified. They 
have a distinct abundance and world wide distribution. Virophage not only benefit the host but can alter the 
evolutionary course of the virus they infect. The discovery of virophages has made the virus more vital than a simple 
particle.

Historical aspect of first virophage- Sputnik  
             Mimivirus or Acanthamoeba polyphaga Mimivirus (APMV) was the first 

1
member of the Mimiviridae family, described in 2003 by La Scola and his team . It 
is interesting to note that mimivirus was initially isolated in 1992 from the water of 
a cooling tower during a pneumonia outbreak in Bradford, England. It was initially 
thought to be a type of small gram-positive cocci and therefore named as “Bradford 
coccus”. It took eleven years to discover the true nature of this organism when 
electron microscopy revealed the presence of non-enveloped icosahedral particles 

1of 500 nm diameter, covered by fibuls . The presence of a typical viral eclipse phase 
and further genome sequencing confirmed that mimivirus (“microbe mimiking”) 
was indeed a virus. The infection cycle occurs entirely within the cytoplasm of A. 
polyphaga, a free living amoeba.

          The discovery of viral nature of A. polyphaga mimivirus followed by the 
determination of its outstanding genome sequence, led to a drastic irreversible change in the  thinking of 

2microbiologists regarding viruses, even reviving the debate on their classification as living microorganism . 

Five years after the discovery of mimivirus, a new giant virus called Mamavirus (to possess genome in 
3excess of a “megabase”) was discovered in the water of a cooling tower in Les Halles, France . It was found that 

Mamavirus (different strain of mimivirus) resembles Mimivirus in many aspects. In this case, an interesting 
3discovery was the association of mamavirus with a small satellite virus that was named Sputnik . Sputnik (a Russian 

world meaning satellite) replicate within the virus factories of mimivirus, using mimivirus resources and 
3,4consequently impairing mimivirus replication leading to generation of defective mimivirus particle . This also 

reduces mimivirus-induced lysis of amoeba. This further confirms that Sputnik is a true “parasite” of mimivirus 
rather than a regular satellite virus. By analogy to bacteriophages, Sputnik was proposed to be the first virophage- the 

3 
first virus infecting a virus (Fig.1).

Effect of Sputnik virophage on virus and host amoeba
      The effect of Sputnik virophage on the viability of mamavirus-infected amoeba has demonstrated that 
approximately 92% of amoeba cells are lysed after 24 hrs. of culture with Mamavirus alone, while only 79 percent 
are lysed following Mamavirus and Sputnik co- infection. The presence of Sputnik, therefore, results in a 13 percent 
reduction of amoebas cell lysis. Not only this, it also affects the replication of Mamavirus, leading to generation of 

4
defective Mamavirus .

          Giant viruses and virophages are thought to be abundant in aquatic environment, infecting a variety of 
5protests . Consequently, virophages could play important roles in regulating the population dynamics between 

6protests and their viruses . 

Giant viruses, virophages and the fourth domain of life
Classification of living organisms based on ribosomal genes necessarily excluded viruses from the Universal 

tree of life. Viruses are able to infect organisms of the three canonical domain of life- eukaryotes, bacteria and 
archaea. The resent studies have demonstrated that nucleocytoplasmic large DNA virus (NCLDVs) form a clade that 

7
likely represent a fourth domain of life, supporting a common origin of NCLDVs . The four domains harbour natural 
viruses that have continuously coevolved along their hosts. These are now defined as eukarya viruses for eukaryotes, 
bacteriophages for eubacteria, archaea viruses for archaea and virophages for NCLDVs.

1, , Atul Rana

VIROPHAGES- A new world of viruses
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Fig. 1. Sputnik - the first virophage of mimivirus in amoeba
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Diversity of virophages and their characteristics
It is amazing that the wide distribution of viruses (virophages) throughout the world has been realized after a 

lapse of more than 100 years since the first discovery of virus. Virophages are distributed throughout the globe 
including almost all geographical zones and in a wide variety of environment, ranging from the deep ocean to inland. 
The abundance tended to increase from the ocean to land environments, was the highest in fresh water habitats and 
was relatively greater in ocean sediment than in deep sea water. In terms of geographical zones, the frigid zones 
turned out to have the greatest abundance of virophages, followed by the tropical zones. A small number of 
virophage-related sequences have also been detected in non-aquatic environments such as the human gut, animal- 

8associated habitats, from soils, glacier metagenomes and from air in the East Coast of Singapore . All these suggest 
that virophages are common entities on Earth and have adopted to habitats with wide range of temperature variations. 
So far, four virophages have been identified in distinct locations, in a wide range of viruses and eukaryotic hosts. 
Their important characteristics have been summarized in the table 1.

Conclusion
Giant viruses contain large genomes and encode many proteins atypical for viruses. The giant viruses replication factories 

can in turn be infected by viophages which are smaller viruses that negatively impact giant virus replication. The surprising fact is that 
virophages have a distinct abundance and world wide distribution, involving almost all geographical zones and a variety of unique 
environments. They can fundamentally alter the evolutionary course of the giant viruses. Virophages in fact benefit the host, directly 
by inhibiting the giant viruses and indirectly by causing giant viruses to evolve towards weaker phenotypes. It is indeed an example of 
how viruses (positive microvita) killing viruses (negative microvita). 
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Table 1: Few characteristics of four virophages*

9
* modified from Zhou et al .
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S. 
no.

Virophage Location Detection 
year

Host           Genome

Virus                                         Eukaryote          Size (bp) No. of ORFs Virophage specific      

                                                

marker genes
1. Sputnik Cooling tower in 

Paris, France

 
2008

 

Acanthamoeba   

                  

A. polyphaga

 

polyphaga

 

mimivirus

 
18343                  21                           16

2. Mavirus Coastal waters of 
Texas 

2010-11
 

Cafeteria roenbergensis 
    
C.

 
roenbergensis

 

virus                            (Marine phagotrophic   
                                               flagellate)  

19063                  20                            13

3. OLV Organic lake, a 
hypersaline 
meromictic lake 
in Antarctica

 

2011

 
Large DNA viruses              Prasinophytes    

 
                                      

(phototrophic algae)

 

26421                   26                            15

4. Sputnik 2 Contact lens fluid 
of a patient with 
keratitis, France

2012 Lentille virus A. polyphaga 18338                    20                           ?
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Introduction to Charak Samhita: Ayurveda, which is famous in the whole world as a system of medicine is one of the 
ancient philosophies. Charak Samhita is one of the most authentic and authoritative book of Ayurveda. It dates back to 
1000BC, taught by Atreya and originally written by Agnivesha and later modified by Charaka. There are various chapters 
in the book that describe the topics ranging from the very basic concepts of Ayurvedic philosophy to the therapeutic 

1guidelines for treating various diseases based on that philosophy .

There are also available treatises on the reasons and management of epidemics which are not so familiar in practice. The 
general concept of Ayurveda doesn't apply easily to epidemics because as per Ayurveda every person in the whole world is 
different from each other and that under similar condition different persons tend to develop different types of 
pathologies/diseases. But when it comes to the phenomenon of epidemics, every person of affected area gets similar 
disease which seems to be beyond the capacity of tridosha alone. This phenomenon has been explained under the chapter 
"Janpadodhwansaneeya adhyaya" of Charak Samhita, a chapter located somewhat away from focus, but explains the 
upset scenario of present world. Here are the excerpts from the chapter:

Initial features/ the invasion and the activity of negative factors: The explanation starts from an observation by Atreya 
(the guide of the writer), "...the sun, moon, planets, nakshatras and the directions are behaving abnormally, so let us collect 
and preserve all the herbs before they lose their potency as it is now impossible for the earth to infuse in these herbs their 
natural properties and effects."
The sudden change in the characteristics of celestial bodies may be an indirect reference of sudden shift in the axis of earth 
which needs further studies.
Further there are available features resembling the attacks of negative microvita. In this type of situation the four common 
factors of environment get affected by the negative changes viz, Vaayu(air), Jala(water), Desh(area) and Kaala(time).

The features of vaayu: The features of vaayu with negative impact are: against natural course, very still or very fast, very 
hot or very cold, very dry or very humid, producing noise, striking at violently and with cyclones, having offensive smell, 
sand, dust and smoke.

The features of bad Jala: The features of bad Jala (Water) are bad colour, smell, taste, touch, sticky, abandoned by birds 
and animals and residual in quantity.

The features of bad Desha: The features of bad Desha are change in the colour, smell, taste and touch of earth, excessive 
dampness, presence of violent and poisonous animals and insects, excessive grass, many parks, long twiners, sudden 
damage to crop, smoky air, crying of birds and dogs etc. Where people have lost their religion, truth, shame and ethics. 
Where water bodies are flooded, constant thunders and earthquakes are there or the region is inhabited by thieves and 
dacoits and there is a noise of crying every where.
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The features of Negatively impacting Kaala: The features of Negatively impacting Kaala (time) are increase or 
decrease in the features of a particular season or the presence of characteristics of some other season.
This is worth noting that vaayu-jala-desh-kaala are more powerful respectively. Because former three can be escaped 
from but the kaala(time) is same all over the earth which we can't escape given the
 present technology.

Causes of attack of negative elements: The basic reason of destruction of human beings is adharma which in turn 
originates from pragya-apraadha i.e. the voluntary wrong doings be it diet or lifestyle or conduct (the conduct matters the 
most in present topic). For the conduct is contagious and when it happens on large scale it attracts what we may call 
negative microvita which when accumulated causes janapadodhwansa (large scale destruction of human beings). When 
the eminent persons (scientists, leaders and politicians in present context) of a society resort to adharma, then other people 
(companies/businessmen/general public) who are dependent on them for livelihood and morality, also resort to such 
practices and eventually the phenomenon gets replicated and becomes widespread such people are left by positive powers 
and negative powers take over the charge and this negativity even affects the non living natural things leading to low 
quality of everything.

Management: The remedy for above situation is following the path of truth, sympathy, charity, peace, service and 
company of religious people and the study and discussion of religious texts. This is now known that such things have a role 

2in attracting the positive microvita .No formulations for controlling the epidemics have been described by Charaka 
instead these are the remedies mentioned for epidemics.
Conclusion: Whereas nearly every disease of human body has been discussed in Charak Samhita with the role of 
tridosha(vaata-pitta-kapha), but when it comes to the diseases affecting on a mass level, the explanation drifts from 
tridosha theory to the defects of ethics and conduct and treatment part focuses not on the use of herbs but on the proper 
lifestyle with special respect to spiritual therapy. This gives clue about some factors not described by name but being 
managed by spiritual methods. Studies are needed regarding the incidence of natural disasters and epidemics in various 
populations/regions differentiated on the basis of ethics, respect towards education, respect for money, eagerness for 
mutual help, respect for other species and environment, positive and negative social customs, drug menace, general 
honesty level, religious looking propaganda, truth prevalence and social values because every entity has a different level 
of attraction and repulsion for different kind of microvita. This may lead to the path of discovery of subgenetic reasons for 
some diseases endemic to a particular region of the world.
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